
 GUIDANCE 

FRUITS

1. Solve the crossword puzzle. You will find 
them. 
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Across: 

1: Fruit with lightbulb shape; 4: One leg is shorter; 7: fruit, looks like a large grapefruit; 9: 
spring vegetable; 12: not warm; 13: US government agency responsible for space programs; 
14: old fashioned gardening hand tool; 15: male given name; 16: common abbreviation for 
English language; 17: Turkish female name (meaning flame); 18: small, a bit bitter cherry
 
Down: 
1: Delicious fruit; 2: another fruit, grown in almost all countries; 3: cars etc. move on it; 4: a 
Mediterranean flower; 5: the southernmost part of Portugal; 6: rodent, but we use also with 
computers; 8: not Mrs.; 10: in a short time; 11: an island of t
American Library Association; 17: Before PM 
 
 
 

2. Fill in the gap with the 
proper fruit which you can 
find among the solutions. 

Among the fruits there are two 
which are similar to each other
they are …..  (a) ….. . and ….(
……If you eat it, you always have 
to peel ….(c) ….., but not the 
others. It is not recommended to 
eat the stone of …(d)…… and 
……(e) ….….  ….. (f) ……is 
relative of the apricot, and ….(g) 
…….. is a citrus. 
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FRUITS — CROSSWORD PUZZLE 

puzzle. You will find several healthy and delicious fruits. Taste
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1: Fruit with lightbulb shape; 4: One leg is shorter; 7: fruit, looks like a large grapefruit; 9: 
; 12: not warm; 13: US government agency responsible for space programs; 

14: old fashioned gardening hand tool; 15: male given name; 16: common abbreviation for 
English language; 17: Turkish female name (meaning flame); 18: small, a bit bitter cherry

2: another fruit, grown in almost all countries; 3: cars etc. move on it; 4: a 
Mediterranean flower; 5: the southernmost part of Portugal; 6: rodent, but we use also with 
computers; 8: not Mrs.; 10: in a short time; 11: an island of the Dominican Republic; 15: 
American Library Association; 17: Before PM  

ill in the gap with the 
proper fruit which you can 
find among the solutions.  

Among the fruits there are two 
which are similar to each other, 

and ….(b) 
……If you eat it, you always have 

) ….., but not the 
t recommended to 

)…… and 
) ……is a 

relative of the apricot, and ….(g) 
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several healthy and delicious fruits. Taste 

1: Fruit with lightbulb shape; 4: One leg is shorter; 7: fruit, looks like a large grapefruit; 9: 
; 12: not warm; 13: US government agency responsible for space programs; 

14: old fashioned gardening hand tool; 15: male given name; 16: common abbreviation for 
English language; 17: Turkish female name (meaning flame); 18: small, a bit bitter cherry 

2: another fruit, grown in almost all countries; 3: cars etc. move on it; 4: a 
Mediterranean flower; 5: the southernmost part of Portugal; 6: rodent, but we use also with 

he Dominican Republic; 15: 



 
Solution: 

1.  

 
2.  

a: apple;  b: pear;   c: pomelo;  d: peaches ;  e: amarena   f: peach;  g: pomelo    

 


